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In August 1971 I left Harvard University to
take a tenured rofessorshipat the University
of Illinois at Ckca 0. My new position p m
vided me with a Picter diffractometer(far SUperiortomyequipmentat Harvard)
with
rapid access to, and essentially "dim%
time
on, an IBM 3701155 computer. With the ex-

fully.) With the delightful incentive of free
computer time, we started to "play" and to

-

see how well these hydrogen atoms would b e
have under standard refinement pr0~eSSS.We
were pleasantly surprised to discover that the
hydrogen atoms consistently r e f i d to yield
C-H distances averaging 0.95A and that
this process worked even where heavy atoms
(iron [Z = 261 to rhodium [Z= 45D were
present in the structure. Later we were able
to extend our studies to the refinement Of
hydrogenatoms brid ing two tungsten atom?

This paper was written to convince skeptics that the
hydrogen atoms in transition-metal complexes could
be both located and refined from X-ray diffraction
data. It compiled results showing that the derived Cti bond length was notequivaleptto the spectroscopic
(internuclear)distance of 1.OBA, but was reduced to
0.95A.This latter value represents the distance between the centroids of electron density about carbon
and hydrogen and is systematically shorter than the
true internticleardistance. m e K P indicatesthat this
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able to 'refine' the anisotropic thermal
parameters of all the hydrogen atoms in the
species IN(CH&+l
" . [(CH1)2BlnC2H~~-I.3
- - .- . The cited paper probably would never have
been written had I not also been the associate
editor of /no anic Chemistry responsiblefor
crystallogra$ic papers. I had noticed that
many authors incorporated calculated positions for hydrogen atoms into their structural
reports, but that many used the invalid spectroscopic internuclear distance of 1.08A.
The cited paper was written with the following items in mind (1) The "X-ray determined"
C-H distance is less than the true internuclear
separation. (This was already well documented4 but apparently unrecognized by many
crystallographersat the time.) (2) Authors had
used inappropriate C-H distances in calcu' lating H-atom positions or had simply omitted
H atom from their structural models, (3)I p m
vided a compilation of C-H distances determined in recent inorganic structures (including the first seven studies carried out by my
new researchgroup). (4)Iwanted to convince
structuralchemists that hydrogenatom could
be located and their positions refined even
~

jam on the Eisenhower Expressway, and the paper was typed at home
and submitted that same evening.
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